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In the final parsha of Sefer Shemos, Hashem commands Moshe to anoint Aharon’s sons, “as he 

anointed their father” (40:15) as kohanim. Up until this anointment, the sanctity conferred upon 

the kohanim was specifically for them, but it would not have been inherited by their children. 

This new anointment made their priesthood eternal, to remain in their family throughout the 

generations. The Meshech Chochmah, Rav Meir Simcha of Dvinsk, provides us with an 

important insight into Moshe’s frame of mind, based off of the seemingly superfluous phrase, “as 

you anointed their father”. 

 

The Meshech Chochmah writes that when Moshe was originally instructed to anoint Aharon as 

the Kohen Gadol, he had absolutely no problem doing so. In fact, Moshe had felt bad that he, as 

the younger brother in the family, had, in a sense, usurped the leadership role of Am Yisrael that 

rightfully belonged to his older brother, Aharon. Moshe was therefore consoled, and even 

relieved, that Hashem commanded him to anoint Aharon to the unique leadership role of Kohen 

Gadol.  

 

However, explains the Meshech Chochmah, Moshe hesitated when anointing his nephews, the 

sons of Aharon as Kohanim. The implication of this anointing was that Aharon’s sons would 

succeed their father in the perpetual role of Jewish leadership as kohanim. Perhaps, says Meshech 

Chochmah, Moshe Rabbeinu felt a tinge of jealousy at this point. Moshe had no assurance that 

his sons would inherit his position and in fact they did not. For this reason, Hashem had to 

emphasize to Moshe “anoint them as you anointed their father.” Just as you anointed Aharon 

with a fullness of heart, simcha and graciousness, so too you should put aside any tinge of 

jealousy and likewise anoint his sons.  

 

Certainly we cannot superimpose our petty human emotions onto Moshe Rabbeinu. However, we 

learn from this insight that even the great Moshe Rabbeinu can be tested by this experience of 

jealousy. Jealousy is such a basic human emotion and so much a part of the human condition that 

even he must be reminded, “Moshe, don’t be envious and don’t let jealousy get the better of you” 

as we know that kinnah, jealousy, is such a destructive character trait.  

 

To that end, it is no surprise that Hashem commands us “Lo Sachmod”, don’t be jealous, in the 

10 commandments. When learning the pesukim dealing with the Torah’s warning to not covet 

that which our neighbor has, their verbosity is overwhelming. The Aseres Hadibros are listed 

twice in the Torah and the question arises in both places (Shemos 20:14, Devarim 6:18). The 

Torah gives us examples of things we should not covet. For example, it lists, my friend’s spouse, 

home or animals. But then it concludes with an overarching phrase stating that one is forbidden 

from coveting anything belonging to my neighbor – “v’chol asher l’reiacha”. If Hashem chose 

to conclude the pasuk with a general rule, why give specific examples? “Anything belonging to 

my neighbor/friend includes all the previous examples listed? 

 

The word v’chol (וכל) means any or all. In the plain context of the verse, it means any, however, I 

once heard that if we interpret v’chol as “all”, we will learn the greatest strategy to avoid 

jealousy. What the Torah is teaching is that I should not covet any specific item my friend has 

despite the fact that that is difficult. I’d love to drive his car, have the nachas she gets from her 



children or have their in-laws. That might be true, but do I want everything they have? The 

antidote to jealousy is when we look at everything the other person has. They might be 

exceptionally bright but would I want to trade my kids for theirs or my social acumen for theirs? 

Would I trade my everything for their everything? 

 

The answer for the vast majority of us, thankfully, is a resounding – No. the way we avoid 

jealousy is to see that that which my friend has as small parts of their entire being.  

 

One’s happiness depends on our expectations more than anything else. Montesquieu wrote 275 

years ago, “If you only wished to be happy, this could easily be accomplished; but we wish to be 

happier than other people, and this is always difficult, for we believe others to be happier than 

we are.” 

 

In Same as Ever, Morgan Housel writes that Rockefeller never had penicillin, sunscreen or advil. 

But you can’t say that a low-income American with Tylenol and an internet connection today 

should feel better off than Rockefeller, because that’s not how people’s head work. People gauge 

their well-being relative to those around them, and luxuries become necessities in a remarkably 

short period of time when the people around you are better off.  

 

The Ibn Ezra (Shemos 20:14) famously asked that Lo Sachmod is too lofty and impractical a 

command (and addresses the concern beautifully). This approach of interpreting וכל as 

everything instead of anything should hopefully point us in the right direction in uprooting this 

most harmful and corrosive middah from amongst us.  

 

 

Shabbat Shalom! 

 


